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One of the great game industry battles of the turn of century was the standoff between Quake III Arena and Unreal
Tournament. With both multiplayer focused first person shooters released just weeks apart from one another, that the
two games would wind up going head to head was inevitable. If pressed I am always going to have to say I favour the
former, but the remarkable thing for us Linux users is that, for a time, both games lived harmoniously under the same
publisher.
More than any other developer, Loki Software can be credited with founding the Linux games industry, and with them
still riding high at the time, they went on to publish both titles on our platform. More than just popular games, Quake
III Arena and Unreal Tournament were also flagships for the engine technology within. Unreal Engine 1 and id Tech 3
would go on to be used in dozens of other titles, some of which would also be ported by Loki Software before their
closure in 2002.
While Quake III Arena was granted its place in eternity when its source code was released in 2005, community support
for Unreal Tournament was able to breathe some new life into the game, even with the limitations of the closed binary.
By 2018 however the game was no longer launching for Mesa users. Due to the Core.so file being statically linked to
an archaic libstdc++ library, the game can only be ran outside of Software mode on the free graphics stack with use of a
hacked Mesa patch.
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